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Author’s Note: this article attempts to stimulate further discourse on what the military requires in terms of 
Design concepts, vocabulary, doctrine, and education- but there is no expectation that adding Design 
concepts will subsequently eliminate traditional military planning concepts. Design provides dissimilar 
and often unique perspectives for military applications. Critical and creative discourse is a cornerstone in 
Army Design methodology; yet to think with Design requires one to let go of the preferred and traditional 
planning processes and embrace uncertainty. Military leaders should not seek an ‘end-all be-all’ 
definition or ‘paint-by-numbers’ set of Design procedures, but use some of the suggested concepts offered 
in this article to help enhance their repertoire of thinking skills. What do post-modern philosophical 
concepts bring to military conceptual planning? If we do not at least consider their value, we have 
already closed ourselves off from learning, and learning how to learn…

This article contains some highly abstract concepts that have little use in any future military doctrine, and 
likely are not very useful to the greater force in terms of planning participation outside of conceptual 
planning efforts. This probably is not a very convincing way to begin an article that promotes the utility of 
Design concepts in military planning, but Design is best addressed both critically and creatively. Military 
readers may wonder, ‘why even bother with any post-modern philosophical concept at all?’ Design does 
not provide any quick or simplistic solutions, and unfortunately, our military culture struggles to see much 
long-term benefit when traditional processes seem to shuffle our organization along, albeit at a cost. 
Perhaps, if we at a minimum explore some of these post-modern abstract concepts, they might offer a 
prospect for evoking greater understanding of a complex military problem so that traditional planning 
efforts might better be applied. That is only if we can even start that discourse within our military 
institution beyond the limited trappings of ‘Design Doctrine’ such as FM 5-0 The Operations Process and 
FM 3-24 Counterinsurgency.[1]

‘Design Theory’ is different from ‘Design Doctrine’ in that it is not nearly as well received by the military 
institution. [2]  Design Theory continues to face significant adversity in any discussion about conceptual 
planning- there are enough institutional hurdles already in place that any meaningful dialogue is often 
disrupted right out of the gate.  Why does Design theory receive such a livid reception in military planning 
dialogues? Does Design offer anything useful to our military institution, and can we apply to practical 
scenarios any of the highly abstract and often intellectually distant processes to real military applications? 
This article offers up several highly abstract Design concepts in an effort to cross the bridge between 
conceptual planning and detailed planning; while these abstract concepts do not replace detailed planning, 
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they might enhance our understanding and self-awareness as we trod along familiar paths to potentially 
unknown destinations.

Army Design methodology draws from across the wide and often eclectic range of scientific and 
philosophical fields that support holistic approaches to complexity for military planning concepts.[3]
What the U.S. Army chose to include in recent Design doctrine, lexicon, and practice reflects specific 
organizational values, preferred logical processes, and institutional identity.  Although Design Theory 
reflects an immense and expanding field of new knowledge and unique logics, what the U.S. Army chose 
to omit from Design doctrine is also relevant to consider when thinking upon why the military now 
struggles with integrating conceptual with detailed planning in modern conflicts. This article addresses the 
post-modern philosophical assemblage concepts of ‘interiority’ and ‘exteriority’ and how they contribute 
to Design synthesis in ways that military leaders might find useful. [4] These new philosophies present 
different processes on synthesizing social complexity where reductionism and analysis lack utility in 
understanding something like a dynamic conflict environment. [5] To the critics that scoff at the thought 
of applying philosophy or ‘pseudo-scientific theories’ to military conceptual planning, one might only 
reply- what if there is some usefulness here? In order to even consider their expediency in military 
conceptual planning processes, one must temporarily let go of cherished reductionist and linear planning 
logic that comprises virtually all military doctrine and professional education.[6]

Interiority and exteriority concepts are most closely associated with the post-modern works of Gilles 
Deleuze and Felix Guattari. [7] In their second series of essays on Critical Theory collectively titled ‘
A Thousand Plateaus’, these philosophers weave a complex web of metaphors upon metaphors to explain 
how societies produce assemblages of knowledge.  They present many fascinating and somewhat 
intellectually challenging concepts on understanding social complexity in non-reductionist logic. This 
article will attempt to summarize several elements of Deleuze and Guattari’s seminal work and relate 
them to practical military applications in conceptual planning processes. Before jumping into definitions 
of interiority/exteriority and assemblages, the overarching topic concerning organizational tension 
between traditional detailed planning logics and the new ‘Design’ conceptual planning approach requires 
additional explanation. Without acknowledging why the military resists alternate planning logics first, one 
cannot expect much success in discussing particular benefits of these alternate logic concepts specifically.

Since the Industrial Revolution and the Age of Scientific Reasoning, military planning and execution has 
relied almost exclusively upon the reductionist and linear logic where uniformity, repetition, and 
hierarchical decision-making dominate the field. [8] Recently, western militaries began adapting non-
traditional logics several loosely related fields that this article groups as ‘Design Theory.’[9] Design pulls 
from an extremely wide and often eclectic range of theoretical constructs. [10] Whether drawing 
inspiration from General Systems Theory, post-modern philosophy, or social science’s Organizational 
Theory, this adaptive and expanding field emphasizes a non-hierarchical, anti-procedural methodology 
that promotes critical and creative thinking. To illustrate this, consider the following two scenarios:

Each musician sits down in specific locations in the orchestra pit with precise sheet 
music. The conductor coordinates everything, and the orchestra rehearses many times 
until they perform together in unison, a repeatable and exact performance, exactly as the 
composer designed the performance to sound. Deviation is prohibited, as individuality 
and non-conformity will destroy the cohesion of the orchestra.
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The jazz players assemble at a local restaurant patio without any sheet music and begin 
playing around with their instruments and some melody ideas that each musician created 
and brought to the group. As one beat or riff catches the group, they begin to experiment 
with it, deviating from it and improvising new melodies while still holding to a loosely 
recognizable beat that wanders around the diverse landscape of musical sound.

In other words, Design Theory prefers musicians to exercise improvisational jazz and create in unscripted 
manners instead of lock-step performances of rehearsed sheet-music orchestra. [11] Whether one draws 
Design tools from the system-centric or post-modern philosophical fields or another dissimilar field 
entirely, the vast majority of Design concepts are unlike traditional military planning logic that drives the 
preponderance of professional military education and practices. [12] It appears that the more abstract or 
conceptual a Design concept, the greater an up-hill battle one faces with introducing terms such as 
interiority/exteriority into the military organization.

Making a Case for Post-Modern Abstraction in Conceptual Planning:

If Army ‘Design’ doctrine does not recognize the concepts of interiority/exteriority, why does it matter? 
To follow Design Theory’s emphasis on critical and creative thinking, any concepts, lexicon, or practices 
that stimulate innovation, creativity, and adaptation hold merit regardless if they are included in official 
doctrine or not. [13] Interiority/exteriority concepts for military Design applications draw inspiration from 
post-modern social science and philosophy theory where a high level of abstraction is required to grasp 
the concepts. This article employs several metaphors to attempt to convey to the reader these abstract 
concepts, as humans essentially learn through metaphor.  George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s work on 
linguistics postulated that, “primarily on the basis of linguistic evidence, we have found that most of our 
ordinary conceptual system is metaphoric in nature…we act according to the way we conceive of things.”
[14] No metaphor survives literal application, and more often than not, a cloud of diverse metaphors 
potentially builds a superior abstract concept for readers to understand. This article will employ several 
dissimilar metaphors ranging from the horse carriage industry’s collapse in the early 20th century to basic 
atmospheric models of tornados.  If you find it unusual that a military article on conceptual planning 
would purposefully employ non-military metaphors, there is a good reason for it. Drawing from non-
military fields helps marginalize any military reader’s pre-filtering of data and bias. For instance, if we 
applied World War II operations on the German Eastern Front, many readers would lose sight of the 
abstract concepts and fixate instead on the minute details of the example- namely whether the Russians or 
Germans did this or that. “We are not very good at discovering the unexpected as we tend to see what we 
expect to see and find what we are looking for.” [15] Potentially, using any military metaphors or historic 
vignettes for the purposes of this article risk this deviation; selecting dissimilar metaphors from other 
fields puts the abstract concepts back into primary analysis. Furthermore, please take care to not take 
individual metaphors pedantically and instead consider how multiple and dissimilar metaphors synergize 
to help clarify highly abstract concepts. In other words, metaphors aid in explaining abstractions, but do 
not replace them. To introduce the concepts of interiority and exteriority, first consider the collapse of the 
horse carriage industry in the first decade of the 20th century.

As the internal combustion engine, Industrial Revolution, steel and rubber industries, and assembly-line 
production methods merged into a paradigm shift in human transportation at the dawn of the 20th century, 
the vast majority of horse carriage companies failed to adapt and instead collapsed as automobiles 
replaced horses. [16]  Companies went out of business because they remained fixated on a horse-centric 
future, and continued to plan accordingly while customers migrated towards automobile transportation. 
You might recognize that in hindsight, this paradigm shift in human transformation appears obvious; yet 
that does not explain why the majority of the horse carriage industry ignored the emerging trends until too 
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late. Before the automobile became the evident and logical replacement for inexpensive and reliable 
human conveyance, many horse carriage businesses ignored or completely missed the indicators of a 
revolutionary change (paradigm) in transportation. [17] Why did an organization that was highly 
successful in the previous transportation logic of horse locomotion find itself unable or un—to anticipate a 
world where consumers no longer wanted their product? Relating back to our military institution, does the 
U.S. Army face a similar paradigm shift concerning 21st century military conflict, or will everything 
continue to revolve around traditional high-intensity (including hybrid) conventional warfare for strategic 
planning purposes? [18] This is where the concepts of interiority and exteriority work with emergence to 
demonstrate useful abstract theoretical concepts.

Interiority and Exteriority: What Do They Bring in Value to Planning?

Suppose you lived in 1900, and owned one of the larger horse carriage companies in America. You stood 
at the height of American carriage market production and contemplated the next four years of growth and 
investment. Without knowing about the future of the automobile industry, how would you guide your 
company’s business strategy for the next decade?  Of the companies that eventually went out of business 
by 1910, they overwhelmingly anticipated horse carriage transportation to remain what it was in 1900- the 
dominant method for human conveyance. People will buy carriages, the automobile will remain a “rich 
man’s toy”, and skilled laborers would hand-assemble carriages while integrating proven technological 
advances as they emerge. In other words, their narrative about the future reflected only known 
information. This bounds the interiority of their organization’s knowledge and reinforces a linear causality 
in logic where the future looks much like the present. Interiority reflects the familiar and known.

Ever notice that most books or movies about ‘the future’ strongly reflect everything in the period the 
science fiction originated from, to include contextual symbols and ideas on what the future would look 
like? We project the future in the forms we must intimately understand- we use our interiority to construct 
an imagined future that remains quite devoted to the present minus the laser rays, shiny space suits, and 
robots and aliens that look like humans covered in make-up and prosthetics.[19] If we struggle to imagine 
the future without abandoning the symbols and concepts that structure our present reality, how hard is it 
for a horse-centric transportation company to envision a future without horses?

Returning to the horse company metaphor, consider how the carriage industry reflects some patterns in 
military organizations where planning and preparations often appear to be oriented towards winning the 
previous war instead of anticipating the next conflict.[20] Historian Brian Linn criticizes the military in 
Echo of Battle of resisting change, maintaining “intellectual rigidity, a propensity to mistake slogans for 
strategic thinking, and the dogmatic belief in itself as the ‘best trained, best armed, best led force’ that has 
ever existed.”[21] Recent British Ministry of Defence conceptual planning doctrine expands upon this 
with, “as closed and ritual-bound organisations, militaries have strong cultures that can be fiercely 
resistant to change and which shape how they develop and how they act.”[22] Chinese military theorists 
Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui’s criticize American interiority and ‘in-house assumption’ barriers from 
an Eastern perspective in Unrestricted Warfare. They charge Westerners with “observing, considering, 
and resolving problems from the point of view of technology” as typical American thinking.[23]
Organizational theory uses the term ‘in-house’ assumption to describe the institutional barriers that help 
protect an organization’s interiority from change even when reality exposes any fallacies in logic.[24]
Military innovation is difficult because innovation “questions the routines and systems that underpin core 
competencies… [it also] threatens existing capabilities in which militaries have made heavy investment 
and around which sub-community interests and cultures have developed.” [25]  Does the military as an 
institution share some of the ‘in-house assumptions’ that are setting up organizations in similar manners 
where horse carriages are in the future instead of automobiles? Does detailed planning such as MDMP, 
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JOPP, and MCPP reflect an emphasis on interiority thinking instead of critical and creative thinking about 
what exists outside these institutional boundaries? [26] Does the military overemphasis on hierarchical 
decision-making foster a ‘group-think’ approach to the world that drives an organization to prefer seeking 
information relevant to the interiority and self-relevance of the institution?[27] These meta-questions 
quickly lead outside the boundaries of the interiority into the depths of the unknown- the exteriority of a 
system.

Returning to 1900 and sitting behind the desk as head of a horse carriage company, what are the unknown 
elements that either already exist outside your interiority (known and accepted information) or will 
emerge as the system adapts and transforms through time? What are the emergent properties that exist 
outside a carriage company’s interiority? Or, what do they not know, and what do they know that is no 
longer accurate? New production and mass-assembly processes paired with a growing urban population of 
unskilled workers combine with the combustion engine, steel and rubber resources, and a rapidly adaptive 
physical landscape of cities and towns connected by roads all escape the ‘known-knowns’ of a carriage 
company’s interiority in 1900.  Horse carriage companies grasped some of these concepts, but failed to 
assemble them together and anticipate a future without a horse-centric transportation need. [28] More 
importantly, the core American values of independence, prosperity, and interaction readily accepted the 
automobile as a new symbol that accomplished everything the horse carriage did more effectively.

This massive transformation in core American values that manifest in symbols demonstrates the 
innovation and patterns of adaptation inherent in the exteriority of the carriage company’s system of 
knowledge production. [29] The ‘unknown-unknowns’ that would quickly dismantle the entire horse 
carriage industry already existed in 1900, except the majority of carriage company owners just failed to 
recognize them holistically. One can fill volumes describing each part of a pile of bicycle parts, but you 
need to assemble it to gain the ability to ride. [30] While it is easy for those that already have the concept 
of a bicycle within their interior knowledge, what about when bike parts litter one’s interiority but they 
have yet to be assembled by the pioneer to invent the first bicycle?

By combining Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts of complementary yet antithetical forces with the historic 
metaphor of the American carriage industry’s collapse in the early 20th century, this article offers one 
perspective on depicting the concepts of interiority and exteriority in figure 1 below. [31] While interiority 
and exteriority remain highly abstract concepts that defy traditional description, figure 1 provides 
explanation within the familiar doctrinal and reductionist framework generally preferred by military 
organizations. [32]

Figure 1: an incomplete contrast between ‘interiority’ and ‘exteriority’
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            Figure 1 addresses the concepts of interiority and exteriority; however, how these two forces 
interact within a society or organization such as the military or a horse carriage company requires the use 
of another dissimilar metaphor. Consider for a moment how tornados form in the atmosphere. Without 
going into more detail than necessary for this metaphor, they draw significant energy from a large low-
pressure system and often focus that destructive force to a finite point on the ground. The swirling airflow 
and interaction of interior energy in the condensation funnel in relation to the exterior atmosphere and 
surface provide a useful conceptual structure for pairing up these highly abstract post-modern 
philosophical concepts. They also provide one way to potentially visualize the concept in a process that 
readers might find familiar by using tornado movement. Figure 2 merges the aforementioned concepts of 
Deleuze and Guattari’s interiority/exteriority and applies military levels of war (tactical, operational, and 
strategic) up into the clouds of abstraction to form the basis for an overarching military planning 
‘assemblage.’




	Figure 2 provides a conceptual graphic that works with the atmospheric metaphor to relay one method for understanding ‘assemblages.’ Another way of clarifying between interiority knowledge and exteriority often revolves around explanation versus description. We seek ‘what’ and can readily describe what we know when we use our interiority knowledge- this is our familiar landscape. The military prefers to reduce things down tactically, where description and analysis delivers quantifiable ‘knowns’ we can touch, manipulate, and measure. [33]  When we seek explanatory answers on why complex adaptive systems behave as they do, we must rise up from our interiority landscape and enter the uncertain and dynamic exteriority where change and adaptation obscure our understanding. The following narrative frames the abstract and complex components of figure 2 below:Consider a large and dark storm cloud shifting and swirling over a flat landscape. The storm cloud is so vast and impenetrable that we cannot make much sense of its form, or ‘map out’ the vast and complex interior of energy and atmospheric elements. This reflects the unknown, or the exteriority of our knowledge base. We are on the ground, and the flat landscape around us represents the ‘known’ or ‘map-able’ interiority of our knowledge base- everything we already know and understand can be found on our interiority landscape. To introduce a linear time element to this metaphor collage, the tornado that forms follows a seemingly random line with a beginning, present, and end. For us on the ground, we ‘know’ where a tornado touched down, and we can make sense of what it destroyed in its path because this represents our past. As the tornado wiggles along, the ever-moving tip of the funnel touches down at ‘present’ time and space which represents where we are for the moment. As a tornado passes over you, one does not know where it will go- the anticipated path represents the future state of the complex system. The swirling exchange of wind from the exteriority and interiority are analogous to some of the abstract concepts yet to be addressed, but the tornado holistically represents the ‘assemblage’ that spans from a level of high abstraction deep in the cloud (where human transportation exists as a vague and amorphous concept) down to medium levels of abstraction where themes and patterns emerge. Mechanical locomotion, fuel-consuming systems, and gravitational interaction with topography all interact here at a broad and adaptive level, still within the cloud but closer to the ground. Within the violent and adaptive funnel cloud, various competitors to horse-centric transportation compete and interact, while horse carriage processes sharpen into a point on the ground at the tip of the tornado. This is where the assemblage transforms, creates, and destroys the landscape- our perception of reality. The past features horse-centric transportation as far back as the interior knowledge stretches, and our institutional values and tenets help harden our ‘field assumptions’ so that we prefer to anticipate the tornado to move along the path we prefer it to- towards more horse-centric transportation. What we fail to anticipate is the creation of a paradigm in transportation pulled from the exteriority of the dark clouds- the automobile industry that disrupts the future landscape in ways we find confusing and unexpected. Automobiles will change as well, and the assemblage continues with a violent and confusing interaction between the vast exteriority (unknown knowledge) and our flat, map-able, and protected interiority landscape…
	            Figure 2 ties several aforementioned Design concepts while figure 3 below provides examples of an assemblage using the horse carriage metaphor. The tornado graphic is a central illustration to the remainder of the article, and the remainder of this article will continue to add additional abstract concepts to the basic graphic concept seen in figure 2. Abstract concepts are notoriously difficult to convey effectively, and there are undoubtedly many other possible ways to depict such abstraction. Design Theory often uses the linear ‘past-present-future’ construct of narratives to cater to how humans prefer to learn and make sense of the world.[34] The tornado travels along a timeline where past tornado behavior is behind the immediate (present) point where the tornado interacts with the ground. While complex systems such as tornados resist prediction, the ‘future’ reflects one of many paths the tornado system might take through emergent conditions within the entire assemblage. Figure 3 attempts to explain a horse-centric transportation assemblage onto this tornado graphical concept.
	Layering the ‘horse carriage industry’ metaphor within the tornado graphic, the past, mapped upon the interiority landscape represents the horse-dominant age of ground transportation while the future indicates an auto-centric emergent state, or potentially some other form of transportation yet undiscovered or fully realized.  The field assumptions and organization values/tenets act as a protective barrier around the interiority- this propels an organization such as a horse carriage company to make sense of the world by embracing what is known, and avoiding high levels of abstraction and uncertainty. [35] The tactical level, as depicted in the graphic as the ‘tip of the twister’ denotes our preference to focus upon immediate events, tangible details, and quantifiable data- the scientific method and many military procedures operate at this very low level of abstraction where interiority knowledge is ample, specific, and reducible. [36] But when the tornado skips along a seemingly chaotic path where prediction fails, how can an organization such as a carriage company or the military break out of ‘thinking in the box’ and rise above the landscape of interiority knowledge?Metaphors within Metaphors: Design in Discourse
	 Since the horse carriage industry’s interiority remains bounded within known information and protected by a barrier comprised of organizational ‘in-house assumptions’ and core values, the past behavior of tornados interacting along the fixed plane of interiority is generally more influential in how that organization contemplates the tornado’s future. [37] Alternatively, the path of destruction behind the tornado becomes more important than the larger and more perplexing storm system obscured by layers of dark clouds above. This vast and swirling storm system denotes the illusive ‘exteriority’ where persistent creation and adaptation evolves the storm system and guides the tornado towards a future state. To play with both metaphors once more, the horse carriage industry prefers to consider where the tornado is heading based upon tangible information as depicted by previous known destruction; known implying ‘interiority’ instead of unknown (exteriority). [38] Dark clouds that mask the exteriority of the system possess the numerous swirling and adapting factors such as the emerging assembly line process, steel and rubber innovations, and the advancement of combustion engine efficiency. These are located in the exterior because they are unknown to carriage organizations that fixate only upon their own interiority. In other words, when one only thinks in horse-centric processes, they will never anticipate a future with anything but horses. What exists above, within the swirling dark clouds of exteriority, where unknown-unknowns and paradigm shifts abound? [39] More importantly, how does the assemblage interact between these concepts of interiority and exteriority? Continuing with the tornado metaphor and the exchange of air flow and energy, figure 4 below introduces the associated abstract concepts of territorialization and deterritorialization for consideration on assemblages.
	Just as thermal currents and electrically charged molecules sweep through a storm system and exchange energy as the funnel cloud progresses across the landscape, these abstract concepts of territorialization and deterritorialization work in similar fashion, shaping the assemblage and generating adaptive transformation of the system over time and space.Explaining Territorialization within the Tornado Metaphor:
	Let’s start with ‘territorialization.’ Deleuze and Guattari propose the supporting abstract concepts of ‘territorialization’ and ‘deterritorialization’ that support this overarching concept called an assemblage. “The territory is the first assemblage, the first thing to constitute an assemblage; the assemblage is fundamentally territorial.” [40] Although A Thousand Plateaus returns to territorialization throughout most of their 514 page book, this article attempts to take a generalized approach to this concept in order to apply it to military planning considerations while applying the horse-carriage metaphor as a foil. As territorializing forces are the preserving elements that ‘hold together’ an assemblage, they apply to those phenomenon that drive horse carriage businesses towards continued competition, cooperation, and adaptation in the vast free market of capital enterprise. These are more abstract concepts that generally explain some of the complex system behavior- the higher into abstraction we move, the further we get from tactical details and traditional linear thinking. [41] Returning to the tornado graphic, the swirling air currents and system energy that hold the funnel cloud in rotation represent more abstract concepts within a complex system, such as the perpetual notions of Smith’s invisible hand of economics, or American entrepreneurship and innovation values.  For a horse carriage company owner, these abstract hierarchical business structures formed the organization of carriage companies of the period, geography, and physical elements along with societal laws and values as they relate to the dawn of the 20th century. [42] Although technology and society transformed since that period, many of the same highly abstract forces remain in place for modern businesses and our military institutions. Prosperity-driven agendas, hierarchical decision-based organizations, market competition and adaptation remain abstract yet constant forces that we must continue to make sense of.  Innovation, adaptation, and dynamic change work within territorialization to create ‘emergence’ where new ideas and discovery break down barriers and shatter cherished myths. Territorialization creates, but also destroys. Just as a new paradigm such as the emergence of the affordable and mass-produced automobile transformed the individual ground-transport market at the dawn of the 20th century, it had to destroy the thriving and enduring horse-centric market along with those associated societal values, assumptions, and symbols. [43]
	            If the interiority and exteriority of an assemblage interact like a tornado traveling along a fixed but complex path of fierce interaction, the territorializing phenomenon maintains the shape of the funnel cloud. This indicates that while an organization’s interiority may remain rigid and bounded the complex system of swirling forces do generate patterns that influence change. The funnel cloud holds its form and preserves the assemblage while an organization such as a horse carriage company does encounter transformation of its interiority through the passage of time (narrative). The world changes around us, and we struggle to make sense of it. [44] The second phenomenon introduced by Deleuze and Guattari, termed ‘deterritorialization’, operates as a disparate force to the territorializing that preserves the funnel cloud structure. In an Eastern sense, they reciprocate like yin and yang. What territorializing provides to the assemblage, deterritorializing removes.Explaining Deterritorialization within the Tornado Metaphor:
	            Deterritorializing as a force recombines and replaces elements within the assemblage in the manner that entropy claims the inefficiencies and failures of adaptation as observed in natural evolution. Deleuze and Guattari employ the metaphor of a black hole, whereas this article applies the swirling forces of high and low pressure air masses within a dynamic storm system to relate to how territorialization and deterritorialization influence the abstract concept of an assemblage in organizational theory. [45]   As figure 4 depicts territorialization as the force that imparts emergence, adaptation, and innovation through preserving the system, deterritorialization does the opposite by forcing destruction, elimination, and extinction of various elements of the assemblage. Kuhn also warned of how a paradigm shift in a field would destroy the existing theory, and render those scientists and practitioners that clung to old ways as obsolete in the wake of the new paradigm.[46]  Returning to the horse carriage metaphor, what abstract elements forced destruction of accepted horse-centric concepts while dissimilar ones worked to preserve other elements of transportation enterprises? Economic forces, the ‘Gold Standard’, and the Industrial Revolution reflect some of the abstract phenomenon within the territorializing force that drives the horse carriage industry along the timeline in 1900. Deterritorializing forces such as stock market instabilities through investment fluctuations, the emerging global economy, and the expanding market for cheaper yet faster modes of transportation instead of horse-centric locomotion reflect the destructive nature of the assemblage. Whether we liked it or not, the horse’s position as a central element to ground locomotion would be destroyed by the emerging forces that ushered in the automobile industry. Yet within the first decade of the 20th century, many previously prominent carriage companies would be eliminated and many highly skilled carriage artisans unemployed or performing different work. [47] How did they fail to see the horse’s demise, or did they instead don blinders and expect the future to remain ‘horse-centric’ despite the swirling forces of the human transportation assemblage?Connecting the Assemblage:
	Figures 2-4 features a blue line connecting various elements within the assemblage ranging from the high abstraction within the exteriority down through lower levels of abstraction into the strategic, operational, and eventually tactical levels of refinement (interiority) where the present state of the system exists in tension. [48] Although depicted as a line, the higher within the exteriority, the greater the abstraction, while the closer to the point of friction with the interiority along the timeline, the more specific the phenomenon. To consider this another way, ‘human transportation models in tension between speed and cost’ reflects a high level of abstraction, while ‘American horse carriage industry on the eastern coast in 1900’ reflects a lower level of abstraction. Figure 5 below attempts to illustrate how abstract concepts link down into interiority (tactical) thinking for an organization such as a horse carriage company experiencing the paradigm shift that will destroy its industry. The swarming exchanges of territorialization and deterritorialization become interrelated through a swirling and changing web of actors, phenomenon, patterns, and forces throughout the entire assemblage as it moves along the timeline creating a narrative.[49]
	For the horse carriage industry in 1900, the entire assemblage (figure 5) represents the abstract phenomenon where human transportation develops along the linear timeline as society progresses. At a high level of abstraction within the exteriority, the concept of a ‘transportation machine’ draws parallel with Deleuze and Guattari’s ‘war machine’ in A Thousand Plateaus where theoretical constructs such as war, economics, or love remain in the exteriority while finite examples of specific military conflicts, business successes, and individual relationships occur within an organization or society’s interiority. [50]  With figure 5, the horse carriage company may self-identify within its interiority that, “we are an organization that builds and sells carriages” and still be unable to consider a future where the same organization transforms into something that does not center on horses. This is despite the higher level of abstraction where carriage companies are merelyextensions of a larger phenomenon of human transportation and economic progression. In other words, is the company a horse carriage company, or a transportation company that currently specializes in horse-centric locomotion? Those organizations that look beyond their interiority to recognize that they may be horse-centric in the present, but auto-centric in the future are the ones capable of adapting and innovating to remain prosperous. Switching from horses to armies, is the U.S. Army an organization that defines itself as conventional military conflict-centric, or as an organization that may be unconventional and asymmetrical-centric for future 21st century conflict that is unlike anything previously seen? What are the assemblages out there facing our military institution, and how does our interiority landscape and field assumptions inculcate us from the forces of territorialization and deterritorialization as the complex system adapts and transforms?Interiority, Exteriority, and Assemblages in Conclusion:
	Highly abstract concepts are notoriously difficult to apply in discourse, especially when an organization prefers a reductionist and linear logic conveyed in a simple and generally static hierarchical vocabulary as the military routinely does.[51] This article attempted to introduce to the military design debate the useful post-modern concepts of interiority and exteriority. These concepts combine with the supporting notions of territorialization and deterritorialization forces to form the highly abstract organizational theory concept of assemblages. Immediate reaction to such challenging and potentially problematic abstractions from the traditional military mode of reductionist and linear thinking is to dismiss them outright as unnecessary and entirely too cerebral for a fighting force. [52] This is dangerous reasoning because it reinforces an organization relying upon interiority knowledge and emphasizing description of only what is known- such as when a carriage company in 1900 only sees horse-centric transportation for the next decade. Just as those major horse-centric organizations refused to adapt and went out of business after decades of prosperity, our military risks future relevance and effectiveness in the next conflict if we also fail to adapt and look beyond our preferred logics and beyond our self-bounded landscape of interior knowledge.
	            Theoretical abstractions such as Deleuze and Guattari’s assemblage concept require patience and persistent reflection to develop prosperous Design discourse for a group of practitioners. The tornado graphic and horse-carriage metaphor might be useful for some, and inappropriate for others. There is no ‘gold standard’ or Holy Grail for Design explanation. There are few short cuts or checklists, otherwise a millennium of philosophers and brilliant military leaders would clearly have written them for us ages ago. [53] This article proposes the concept of applying clouds of dissimilar metaphors to holistically build cognitive synergy and understand highly abstract concepts for direct Design application. While the atypical coupling of a tornado graphic metaphor with the historical metaphor of the horse carriage industry demise in the early 20th century reflect one possible method for using cloud metaphor techniques, readers undoubtedly come up with many dissimilar other combinations based upon individual experience, knowledge, and creativity. With Design’s emphasis on innovation, exploring the exteriority of a system, and critical thinking, that illustrates the whole reason for breaking away from lock step linear ‘proceduralizing’ typical of military planning. [54] Future Army Design discourse cannot merely center on how to indoctrinate select terms, concepts, and practices into a “paint-by-numbers” military conceptual planning model that promises to be applicable to all future conflicts and provide universal comprehension to the widest audience possible.[55] Instead of reinforcing traditional and hierarchically focused learning processes that work in some tactical applications (when complexity is not a prominent factor), the military must emphasize critical and creative thinking. This means that post-modern concepts such as interiority and exteriority do bring value to the conceptual planning process. While any true Design deliverable must provide detailed planners the tasks, objectives, goals, and purpose for subsequent detailed planning framework, highly abstract approaches such as those applied in this article infuse deep understanding and explanation to back up those direct tasks, details, and directives for the military to action upon.
	Thinking only from within your interiority prevents you from thinking about anything but horse-filled futures, even as the automobile paradigm shatters your industry.
	Whether planning involves decision-making for adapting one’s business to emerging transportation trends or recognizing that future military conflict may not return to the desired conventional high-intensity operations, focusing exclusively on one’s interiority of knowledge may be problematic for accomplishing long-term strategic goals. Furthermore, when an institution promotes uniformity and ‘group-think’ over critical and often provocative introspection on whether core values and tenets (in-house assumptions) prevent emergent knowledge from flowing from the exteriority to the interiority, failure becomes a useful teacher in stimulating adaptation or elimination.[56] Essentially, the U.S. Army may need to consider how some horse carriage companies adapted to automobile production while a majority of the remainder collapsed into extinction. As the assemblage known as the ‘war machine’ continues to generate future conflicts while engaging new concepts and forms, many traditional and formerly successful processes, techniques, and logics become deterritorialized into obscurity.[57]
	This article set out to demonstrate how some post-modern and highly abstract concepts within Design offer utility in conceptual planning endeavors for military organizations. Although some readers continue to seek a ‘Design Holy Grail’ that summarizes what is essential within Design, you will not find that because it simply does not exist. At best, Design exists for military practitioners in hybrid combinations of revised Design doctrine, theory, and a wide yet dissimilar variety of fields, disciplines, and novel concepts that interact and adapt as complex military environments continue to transform.  There is no rulebook, and therefore the argument that “post-modernism and other Design Kool-Aid is not needed in military conceptual planning” rings false. By closing off potentially useful concepts such as Deleuze and Guattari’s work, Jean Baudrillard, Michel Foucault, or Jacques Ranciere among other post-modernist thinkers, military planners essentially fail to “realize strategic aims by examining the assigned problem from multiple perspectives.” [58] Should military planners insert a “Design exercise with interiority and exteriority concepts” into mission analysis during their military decision making process (MDMP) as a rigidly structured procedure for planning? Certainly not- this violates core principles of creative and critical thinking as espoused by Design. Instead, military planners might consider post-modern concepts offered in this article as conceptual tools for their toolbox. Some complex situations warrant their use, but each time they will likely be a highly tailored and customized approach that resists repetition and proceduralization. While the tornado graphic may bring added value to some approaches, it may be entirely useless in many others. Creative thinking and adaptation drive the right Design approach- to simply follow something written down in doctrine or structured within a solitary theory or concept is as limiting as just thinking within one’s bounded interiority. At that point, you just might be “drinking the Kool-Aid” of your organization’s preferred logic, and like most major horse carriage companies at the turn of the 20th century, your days might be limited by the extent of your ability to adapt with change.[1] The United States Army, Commander’s Appreciation and Campaign Design Version 1.0 (TRADOC Pamphlet 525-5-500, 28 January 2008), 8. “Like other professions, Soldiers prefer structural complexity and linear phenomena. Such problems are easy to control through technical reduction and a systematic method-based solution.”  See also: Colin S. Gray, Out of the Wilderness: Prime Time for Strategic Culture (Comparative Strategic Cultures Curriculum Contract No: DTRA01-03-D-0017, Defense Threat Reduction Agency, 31 October 2006) 1. “But once that story is interpreted and systematized into doctrine by professional theologians, much of the original message, the essential plot even, is apt to be watered down or lost.”[2] Milan Vego, On Military Theory (Joint Forces Quarterly, Issue 62, July 2011: http://www.ndu.edu/press/military-theory.html Last accessed: 18 Aug 2011). “Some of the new theories, such as general systems theory, are highly controversial and even pseudoscientific. Postmodern philosophy is also controversial, and it represents just one of many philosophical currents. Yet it has been adopted as a foundation of [Systemic Operational Design] and the U.S. Army's "design."[3] CACD 1.0, 5-6. “Commanders must approach operational problems from a holistic systems perspective…the entire earth is a system…the most complex systems are those that are both structurally and interactively complex.”[4] Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari, (translated by Brian Massumi) A Thousand Plateaus; Capitalism and Schizophrenia (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), 360. “The State-form, as a form of interiority, has a tendency to reproduce itself, remaining identical to itself across its variations and easily recognizable within the limits of its poles…” Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts of interiority and exteriority form assemblages which constantly interact. “It is in terms not of independence, but of coexistence and competition in a perpetual field of interaction…”[5] CACD 1.0, 6. “Reductionism and analysis are not as useful with interactively complex systems because they lose sight of the dynamics between components.”[6] Shimon Naveh, Jim Schneider, Timothy Challans, The Structure of Operational Revolution; A Prolegomena. (Booz, Allen, Hamilton, 2009) 72. Naveh, Schneider, and Challans state that military planners are “confined to the ‘shackles’ of inferiority determined by institutional paradigm, doctrine, and jargon…[they] are cognitively prevented, by the very convenience of institutional interiority…because the ‘shackles’ of ritual hold them in place.”[7] Deleuze and Guattari, 398-400. See also: Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General System Theory; Foundations, Development, Applications, (New York: George Braziller, 1968 ) 19. Ludwig von Bertalanffy describes open systems in General System Theory as entities consisting of “parts in interaction. The prototype of their description is a set of simultaneous differential equations which are nonlinear in the general case.”[8] Jeff Conklin, Wicked Problems and Social Complexity, (CogNexus Institute, 2008. http://cognexus.org/wpf/wickedproblems.pdf (accessed 05 January 2011) 4-5. “This is the pattern of thinking that everyone attempts to follow when they are faced with a problem…this linear pattern as being enshrined in policy manuals, textbooks, internal standards for project management, and even the most advanced tools and methods being used and taught in the organization.” See also: Alex Ryan, The Foundation for an Adaptive Approach, 70. “With the industrial revolution, the planning and decision-making process gradually built up a well-oiled machine to reduce reliance on individual genius.” See also: Michael Krause, Cody Phillips, Historical Perspectives of the Operational Art, (Center of Military History, United States Army, 2007) 333. “The U.S. fought its wars for more than 200 years without needing an ‘operational level.’ Strategy and tactics were good enough for Clausewitz and Jomini- and for our fathers and grandfathers as they fought the biggest wars known to man.”[9] The trailblazer of Design for military applications is Systemic Operational Design (SOD) developed originally by the Israeli Defense Force in the 1990s. The Australian Army titled theirs as ‘Adaptive Campaigning’ while the British have most recently produced their Joint Doctrine Note 3/11: Decision-Making and Problem Solving: Human and Organizational Factors (Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC), Ministry of Defence, June 2011). www.mod.uk/dcdc Last accessed: 22 August 2011. The U.S. Army and USMC have both gone through several iterations of ‘Design’ processes, doctrine, and pamphlets that are cited throughout this article.[10] Donald A. Schon, Educating the Reflective Practitioner, (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1987 ); See also: Peter Checkland and John Poulter, Learning for Action; A short Definitive Account of Soft Systems Methodology and its use for Practitioners, Teachers, and Students, (England: John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2006); See also: Fritjof Capra, The Web of Life, (New York: Doubleday, 1996); See also: Shimon Naveh, Operational Art and the IDF: A Critical Study of a Command Culture, (Center for Strategic & Budgetary Assessment (CSBA), contract: DASW01-02-D-0014-0084, September 30, 2007). Naveh explains the rise of Systemic Operational Design (SOD) as a theory for the Israeli Defense Force in the 1990s up through the 2006 Hezbollah War.[11] Christopher Paparone, The Nature of Knowledge in the Profession of Military Logistics, (Army Logistician, November-December 2008, http://www.almc.army.mil/alog/issues/NovDec08/know_profesmilog.html ). Paparone uses a similar metaphor on jazz music versus orchestra sheet music for contrasting conceptual and detailed planning logics.[12] CACD 1.0, 10. “Every ill-structured problem is essentially unique and novel…since each wicked problem is a on-of-a-kind situation, it requires a custom solution rather than a standard solution modified to fit circumstances.”[13] Naveh, Schneider, Challans,72. Naveh, Schneider, and Challans also make a distinction between what they consider designers and military planners. Military planners are “confined to the ‘shackles’ of inferiority determined by institutional paradigm, doctrine, and jargon…[they] are cognitively prevented, by the very convenience of institutional interiority…because the ‘shackles’ of ritual hold them in place.” Doctrine reflects a barrier to critical and creative thinking.[14] George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2003), 3-5; See Also: Justin Kelly and Mike Brennan, OODA Versus ASDA: Metaphors at War; Australian Army Journal For the Profession of Arms, Volume VI, Number 3, (Duntroon: Land Warfare Studies Centre, 2009) 43. All metaphors are “incomplete and only partially appropriate representation of the phenomenon it purports to characterize.” See also: Eva Boxenbaum, Linda Rouleau, New Knowledge Products as Bricolage: Metaphors and Scripts in Organizational Theory, (Academy of Management Review, Vol. 36, No. 2, 2011) 274-275.[15] Joint Doctrine Note 3/11: Decision-Making and Problem Solving: Human and Organizational Factors (Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC), Ministry of Defence, June 2011). www.mod.uk/dcdc Last accessed: 22 August 2011, 2-5.[16] Thomas Kinney, The Carriage Trade: Making Horse-Drawn Vehicles in America; Studies in Industry and Society, (The John Hopkins University Press, Maryland, 2004), 286.[17] Nassim Nicholas Taleb, The Black Swan, (New York: Random House, 2007). See also: Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 3rd ed, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996).[18] Qiao Liang, Wang Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare, (Beijing: People’s Liberation Army Literature and Arts Publishing House, February 1999), 13-14. “Some of the traditional models of war, as well as the logic and laws attached to it, will also be challenged. The outcome of the contest is not the collapse of the traditional mansion but rather one portion of the new construction site being in disorder.” Liang and Xiangsui present a non-western perspective on how a paradigm shift in military thinking in the 21st century does not destroy the old entirely, but reorganize an old structure into a new one; some parts remain useful while others go to the intellectual scrap heap.[19] Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation (translated by Sheila Faria Glaser; the University of Michigan Press, 1994) 122. “This projection is greatly reduced in science fiction: it is most often nothing other than an unbounded projection of the real world of production, but it is not qualitatively different from it.” We thus imagine robots in human form because other forms ignore how we view our world and relate unknown concepts such as futuristic robots in familiar forms.[20] W.T. Singleton, Man-Machine Systems, (edited by Open Systems Group), Systems Behavior, 3rd edition (London: Harper & Row Publishers, 1981) 125. Singleton’s quote illustrates the repetitive condition the U.S. Army faces when preparing the military organization in peacetime for an expected conflict. More often than not, the war that the Army trained for is not the war the Army gets.[21] Linn, 232; See also: Australian Head Modernisation and Strategic Planning- Army, Australian Army’s Future Land Operating Concept, (Australian Army Headquarters, Canberra, September 2009) 4.15.d.3. Australian Design doctrine criticizes the techno-centric military hubris in favor of fostering a learning environment. “Often the most important lessons will come from early identification of people’s mistakes. Consequently, the Land Force needs to reject a ‘zero defects mentality’ in favour of a culture that embraces learning;” See also: Winter, 59. “Military conservatism and traditionalism tend to take the form of ‘dogmatic doctrine.”[22] Joint Doctrine Note 3/11: Decision-Making and Problem Solving: Human and Organizational Factors (Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC), Ministry of Defence, June 2011). www.mod.uk/dcdc Last accessed: 22 August 2011, 4-5 (412).[23] Qiao Liang, Wang Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare, (Beijing: People’s Liberation Army Literature and Arts Publishing House, February 1999) 114. See also: Nassim Taleb, The Black Swan, (New York: Random House, 2007).[24] Mats Alvesson, Jorgen Sandberg, Generating Research Questions Through Problematization, (Academy of Management Review, Vol. 36, No. 2, 2011) 254. Alvesson and Sandberg use the term ‘in-house assumption’, ‘root metaphor’, and ‘field assumption’ to explain how organizations employ a logic that contains theoretical concepts that are ‘unproblematic’ and are often deeply tied to organizational values and identity. When these theories fail to explain the world, the organization continues to view the theory as unproblematic instead of applying critical thinking to the logic itself; For a military example, see also: Carl H. Builder, The Masks of War; American Military Styles in Strategy and Analysis, (RAND Corporation: John Hopkins University Press, 1989) 38. “But something happened to the Army in its passage through World War II that it liked; and it has not been able to free itself from the sweet memories of the Army that liberated France and swept victoriously into Germany…part of the Army is trying to revert to its traditional, historical role; and part is hanging on to an image of the Army at its finest year, the last year of World War II.”; [25] Joint Doctrine Note 3/11: Decision-Making and Problem Solving: Human and Organizational Factors (Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC), Ministry of Defence, June 2011). www.mod.uk/dcdc Last accessed: 22 August 2011, 4-17 (416).[26] The U.S. Army employs the Military Decision Making Process (MDMP) while Joint Forces use a similar Joint Operations Planning Process (JOPP). The USMC use the Marine Corps Planning Process (MCPP) that offers an adaptation of both MDMP and JOPP tailed to unique Marine requirements and institutional tenets. All of these processes use a regimented and sequential series of procedures that translate higher command’s intent and desired end-state into concrete missions, tasks, objectives, and lines of operation in a reductionist, linear logic; See also: Joint Doctrine Note 3/11: Decision-Making and Problem Solving: Human and Organizational Factors (Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC), Ministry of Defence, June 2011). www.mod.uk/dcdc Last accessed: 22 August 2011, 2-11 (218). “Common processes are vital to help disparate organizations work together effectively…but we should not become slaves to technology or process at the expense of adaption to, and innovation in, a new operating context.”[27] Jeff Conklin, Wicked Problems and Social Complexity (CogNexus Institute, 2008. http://www.cognexus.org (accessed 05 January 2011) 4. “Traditional thinking, cognitive studies, and the prevailing Design methods all predicted that the best way to work on a problem like this was to follow an orderly and linear ‘top-down’ process, working from the problem to the solution.” Conklin addresses business and Design approaches to complexity, yet his study transfers effectively to military operations.[28] Thomas Kinney, The Carriage Trade: Making Horse-Drawn Vehicles in America; Studies in Industry and Society, (The John Hopkins University Press, Maryland, 2004) 3-4. Kinney describes the tension between some carriage companies that expanded into massive industrialized factories that transitioned industry from craft-to-mass production, while other small carriage companies “survived the introduction of high-speed machinery...and small firms often stood their ground against outsized competitors.”[29] Mary Jo Hatch, Ann Cunliffe, Organization Theory, Second Edition (Oxford University Press, 2006) 210-211. Hatch adapts her ‘cultural dynamics’ model from Pasquale Gagliardi and uses a cycle of assumptions, values, artifacts, and symbols where a society rotates through each of the processes and eventually changes them.  Assumptions relate to values of the culture, and those values are manifested in artifacts (things). Select artifacts rise to the status of ‘symbols’ with the symbolization undergoing an interpretation phase that reverses the cycle and changes the entire cultural assemblage.[30] Francois Jullien (translated by Janet Lloyd), A Treatise on Efficacy Between Western and Chinese Thinking, (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2004), 19.  Jullien contrasts western reductionist thinking with that of Eastern; western tends to think systematically, where“the parts [can] be worked out, actually, logically, and mathematically, and then be put together…an equation describing the behavior of the total is of the same form as the equations describing the behavior of the parts.” The West would concentrate on bike parts separately, while the East would ride it and address the problem holistically.[31] Deleuze, Guattari, 351. Deleuze and Guattari discuss their concept of ‘the war machine’ and differentiate two rival forces that are “at once antithetical and complementary, necessary to one another…their opposition is only relative; they function as a pair.”[32] John Romjue, American Army Doctrine for the Post-Cold War, (Fort Monroe: Military History Office, United States Army Training and Doctrine Command, 1997), 84. Romjue cites H.O. Malone, Jr. Chief Historian’s notes on a Fort A.P. Hill meeting on 16 September, 1992. The subject of the meeting: FM 100-5 Off-Site Conference. “Doctrine had to come to terms with the new geometry of the battlefield. Were diagrams useful in describing an intellectual concept? And should an intellectual concept be doctrine at all? [General Frederick M. Franks, Jr.] viewed the old standard, and dichotomy, of linear versus nonlinear warfare as a shibboleth, now without meaning…Franks thought no graphic was necessary for such a visualization…Doctrine was needed that would jolt the Army out of the old geometry of the battlefield.”  See also: Builder,17.[33] Shimon Naveh, Jim Schneider, Timothy Challans, The Structure of Operational Revolution; A Prolegomena (Booz, Allen, Hamilton, 2009) 88. According to Naveh, Army Design doctrine demonstrates repetitive tacticization where military institutions “are inclined to apply knowledge they have acquired from their tactical experiences to their operational functioning sphere. In such cases, they either reduce the operational inquiry of potential opposition into a mechanical discussion or completely reject the need for a distinct learning operation;” See also: Mats Alvesson, Jorgen Sandberg, Generating Research Questions Through Problematization (Academy of Management Review, Vol. 36, No. 2, 2011) 261. “Members have (1) beliefs (2) about attributes of the organization and (3) that these attributes are distinctive, central, and enduring.”[34] Hayden White, Tropics of Discourse; Essays in Cultural Criticism, (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1978) 6. “Rational or scientific knowledge was little more than the truth yielded by reflection in the prefigurative modes raised to the level of abstract concepts and submitted to criticism for logical consistency, coherency, and so on.” See also: Ervin Laszlo, The Systems View of the World; A Holistic Vision for Our Time, (New Jersey, Hampton Press, 1996) 16. “Systems thinking gives us a holistic perspective for viewing the world around us, and seeing ourselves in the world.”[35] Carl H. Builder, The Masks of War; American Military Styles in Strategy and Analysis, (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1989) 142. Builder argues that military institutionalism and desire for self-relevance places the interests of the military above all else, to include national interests at times; See also: Scott Winter, Fixed, Determined, Inviolable; Australian Army Journal For the Profession of Arms, Volume VI, Number 3 (Duntroon: Land Warfare Studies Centre, 2009) 63. Winter uses the term ‘military conservatism’ to explain how during peacetime, Australian military organizations protect “the baby of tradition- the ‘fighter spirit’ and established and proven doctrine;”[36] Mats Alvesson, Jorgen Sandberg, Generating Research Questions Through Problematization, (Academy of Management Review, Vol. 36, No. 2, 2011), 256. “Problematization cannot be reduced to a mechanical or even strictly analytical procedure, since it always involves some kind of creative act.”[37] Gerald M. Weinberg, Rethinking Systems Analysis and Design, (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1982),121. “Reduction is but one approach to understanding, one among many. As soon as we stop trying to examine one tiny portion of the world more closely and apply some close observation to science itself, we find that reductionism is an ideal never achieved in practice.” See also: Hayden White, Tropics of Discourse; Essays in Cultural Criticism, (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1978) 6. “Rational or scientific knowledge was little more than the truth yielded by reflection in the prefigurative modes raised to the level of abstract concepts and submitted to criticism for logical consistency, coherency, and so on.”[38] Ervin Laszlo, The Systems View of the World; a Holistic Vision for Our Time, (New Jersey, Hampton Press, 1996) 2; See also: Ahl, Allen,1. “In all ages humanity has been confronted by complex problems. The difference between then and now is that contemporary society has ambitions of solving complex problems through technical understanding;” See also: Gary Jason, Critical Thinking: Developing an Effective System logic, (San Diego State University: Wadsworth Thomson Learning, 2001) 337. “People tend to compartmentalize: they divide aspects of their lives into compartments and then make decisions about things in one compartment without taking into account the implications for things in another compartment.”[39] Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 3rd ed, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996).  Kuhn’s theory of paradigm shifts essentially states that an inferior or imperfect field or theory develops abnormalities until eventually, those abnormalities help evoke an entirely dissimilar and superior field or theory that eliminates the previous one. This paradigm shift shatters the previous logic; Newtonian physics was eliminated by Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity in a paradigm shift in the early 20th century; the rifled barrel eliminated smooth-bore muskets and tight standing-formation firing from military tactics. [40] Deleuze and Guattari, 323-325.[41] Valerie Ahl and T.F.H. Allen, Hierarchy Theory: A Vision, Vocabulary, and Epistemology, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1996) 18. “Meaning, and explaining the “why” of a phenomenon, come from the context. The lower-level mechanics, the “how” of the phenomenon, have nothing to say about “why.”[42] Grant Martin, Tell Me How to Do This Thing Called Design! Practical Application of Complexity Theory to Military Operations, (Small Wars Journal, April 8, 2011, http://smallwarsjournal.com/blog/2011/04/tell-me-how-to-do-this-thing-c/ ). Martin explains how a wide and diverse range of fields such as “economics, psychology, sociology, evolutionary biology, physics (quantum mechanics) and cosmology” all relate to complexity theory. This author suggests that ‘territorialization’ forces preserve the structure of an assemblage through interaction of many competing theories and processes such as those Martin describes.[43] Mary Jo Hatch, Ann Cunliffe, Organization Theory, Second Edition (Oxford University Press, 2006) 210-211.[44] Paul Ricoeur (translated by Kathleen Blamey and David Pellauer), Time and Narrative, Volume 3, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985) 107. “We would be not able to make any sense of the idea of a new event that breaks with a previous era, inaugurating a course of events wholly different from what preceded it.”[45] Deleuze and Guattari, 334. “It is important to bring up this “black hole” function again because it can increase our understanding of phenomena of inhibition…”[46] Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 3rd ed, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996).  Chapter 2: Kuhn explains that scientists that reject a paradigm in their field will need to change their field or become irrelevant.[47] Thomas Kinney, The Carriage Trade: Making Horse-Drawn Vehicles in America; Studies in Industry and Society, (The John Hopkins University Press, Maryland, 2004), 260-261. “If the skilled craftsman’s window of opportunity narrowed, it remained open nevertheless, and through to the very end of the industry”[48]Deleuze and Guattari do not include the military concepts of ‘strategic, operational, and tactical’ in their work. This author applies military planning logic to the post-modern theory of assemblages and uses the tornado metaphor in a hybrid application of these various concepts and dissimilar logics. While some post-modern academics may object to this hybrid approach, consider that an equal population of traditional military strategists will also take objection as well based on aversion to post-modernism in general.[49] Paul Ricoeur (translated by Kathleen Blamey and David Pellauer), Time and Narrative, Volume 3, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985) 107. See also: Hayden White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (The John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and London, 1973), 7. “The arrangement of selected events of the chronicle into a story raises the kinds of questions the historian must anticipate and answer in the course of constructing his narrative.” White offers questions that create the order, meaning, and “how did it all come out in the end” construction of a narrative.[50] Deleuze and Guattari, 360. “It is in terms not of independence, but of coexistence and competition in a perpetual field of interaction, that we must conceive of exteriority and interiority, war machines of metamorphosis and State apparatuses of identity, bands and kingdoms, megamachines and empires.”[51] John Nagl, Learning to Eat Soup with a Knife; Counterinsurgency Lessons From Malaya and Vietnam (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2002) 9. “Military organizations often demonstrate remarkable resistance to doctrinal change as a result of their organizational cultures. Organizational learning, when it does occur, tends to happen only in the wake of a particularly unpleasant or unproductive event.”  See also: Michael Krause, Cody Phillips, Historical Perspectives of the Operational Art, (Center of Military History, United States Army, 2007) 440. “Most senior American leaders of Desert Storm had little exposure to the operational art in the Army educational system;" See also: Peter Northouse, Leadership: Theory and Practice, Third Edition (California: Sage Productions, 2004) 69-70, 77-78. Northouse outlines the ‘authority-compliance’ style of leadership in theory.[52] Gary Yukl, Leadership in Organization, Sixth Edition, (New York: University of Albany, Pearson, 2006) 94. “Thus, the leader may have to use a sequence of different decision procedures with different people at different times before the matter is resolved.” Simply following doctrine and repeating previously successful actions is not enough in complex environments. See also: Michael Fullan, Leading in a Culture of Change, (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2001) 107. “You don’t have to become Dr. Changelove to realize that living on the edge means simultaneously letting go and reining in;”[53] Anatol Rapoport (editor), Editor’s Introduction to On War, Carl Von Clausewitz, On War, (Penguin Books, 1968). For readers that immediately turn to Clausewitz when considering a holistic military theory, Rapoport’s work provides a useful foil. A Games Theorist, Rapoport takes a decidedly non-western approach by framing Clausewitzian logic as a political theory of war that is incompatible with various other rival war theories; he describes early Soviet theory as ‘messianic eschatological’ while later Cold-War Soviet became ‘global cataclysmic eschatological.’ Rapoport lays the groundwork for understanding extremist religious war theories as ‘divine messianic eschatological.’ This work proved useful in framing western military logic with theoretical concepts such as Clausewitz and Jomini. See also: Qiao Liang, Wang Xiangsui, Unrestricted Warfare, (Beijing: People’s Liberation Army Literature and Arts Publishing House, February 1999) 19. Liang and Xiangsui take an eastern perspective on western warfare. “We still cannot indulge in romantic fantasies about technology, believing that from this point on war will become a confrontation like an electronic game, and even simulated warfare in a computer room similarly must be premised upon a country’s actual overall capabilities…”[54] Naveh, Schneider, Challans,72. Naveh, Schneider, and Challans also make a distinction between what they consider designers and military planners. Military planners are “confined to the ‘shackles’ of inferiority determined by institutional paradigm, doctrine, and jargon…[they] are cognitively prevented, by the very convenience of institutional interiority…because the ‘shackles’ of ritual hold them in place.”[55] United States Marine Corps, Department of the Navy, Marine Corps Doctrinal Publication (MCDP) 5, Planning, (Headquarters, United States Marine Corps, Washington D.C. July 1997), 25. The Marines warn that a planning pitfall is “the tendency for institutionalized planning methods to lead to inflexible or lockstep thinking and for planning and plans to become rigid and overly emphasize procedures…attempts to [institutionalize planning] will necessarily restrict intuition and creativity.”[56] Shimon Naveh, Jim Schneider, Timothy Challans, The Structure of Operational Revolution; A Prolegomena, (Booz, Allen, Hamilton, 2009), 88. According to the authors, Army Design doctrine demonstrates repetitive tacticization where military institutions “are inclined to apply knowledge they have acquired from their tactical experiences to their operational functioning sphere. In such cases, they either reduce the operational inquiry of potential opposition into a mechanical discussion or completely reject the need for a distinct learning operation;” See also: Mats Alvesson, Jorgen Sandberg, Generating Research Questions Through Problematization (Academy of Management Review, Vol. 36, No. 2, 2011) 261. “Members have (1) beliefs (2) about attributes of the organization and (3) that these attributes are distinctive, central, and enduring.”[57] Deleuze, Guattari, 353. Deleuze and Guattari use a ‘Chess and Go’ game theory analogy for their internal and external concepts of ‘the war machine.’ “Chess is indeed a war, but an institutionalized, regulated, coded war, with a front, a rear, battles.” They correlate the rigid structure of the chess game to how linear tactical processes of the state and the military institution prefer obedience, hierarchical control, and repetition.[58] CACD 1.0, 2-3 (21). See also: Michel Foucault, Discourse and Truth: The Problematization of Parrhesia, (originally covered in six lectures given by Michel Foucault at the University of California, Berkeley in October-November, 1983. Published online at: http://foucault.info/documents/parrhesia/ (accessed 16 December 2010); see also: Jacques Ranciere (translated by Kristin Ross), The Ignorant Schoolmaster (Stanford University Press, Stanford, California, 1991).About the AuthorBen Zweibelson
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